Now for universities
PC AT SIMSCRIPT II.5 with SIMANIMATION

New simulation teaching package--provides animated results

With PC SIMSCRIPT II.5 and new animation, simulation results are easy-to-understand--moving pictures, histograms, pie charts and plots.

Because simulation results are understood, you can concentrate on teaching simulation concepts.

Simulation animation simplified
SIMSCRIPT II.5 gives you a compact English-like language. The simulation program reads like a description of the system under study. Animation is easy.

Your students' model development, checkout, modification and enhancement are greatly simplified.

Many successful applications
SIMSCRIPT II.5® is a well established, standardized, and widely used language with proven software support.

Typical applications include: manufacturing, communications, logistics, transportation and military planning.

Low cost for universities
CACI recognizes the benefits of having its state-of-the-art systems used by the universities.

For that reason we make the PC SIMSCRIPT II.5 teaching package available to universities for only a low distribution charge.

The package includes training, support, complete documentation, and sample models. Everything you need to conveniently teach simulation analysis.

Act now-limited offer
This offer is limited to 1,500 universities, and 1,273 have already signed up. Don't be disappointed--call today.

For immediate information
Call Rick Crawford at (619) 457-9681. In the UK, call Steve Wombell on (01) 940-3606.

With PC SIMSCRIPT II.5 your students get results sooner and the results are better understood.

Rush information on the special simulation teaching package for universities only.
Everything you need to teach PC SIMSCRIPT II.5 with animation.
Also send information about:
☐ Mainframe SIMSCRIPT II.5.
☐ NETWORK II.5. Network analysis with no programming.
☐ SIMFACTORY. Factory planning with no programming.
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Return to:
CACI
3344 North Torrey Pines Court
La Jolla, California 92037
Or, better yet, call Rick Crawford at (619) 457-9681

In the UK
CACI
26 The Quadrant
Richmond, Surrey, England TW9 1DL
Call Steve Wombell on (01) 940-3606
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